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The Scottish Parliament 
 
 

WAVERLEY RAILWAY (SCOTLAND) BILL 
(AMENDMENT RELATIVE TO STOW STATION) 

 
NOTICE OF OBJECTION 

 

ON BEHALF OF  
 

BRB (RESIDUARY) LIMITED 
 

We are instructed for any on behalf of, BRB (Residuary) Limited, a company 

incorporated under the Companies Acts (with Registered Number 04146505) and 

having our Registered Office at Whittles House, 14 Pentonville Road, London, N1 9HF 

(“BRBR”)) who wish to object to the amendment of the above Bill being promoted in 

the Scottish Parliament by Scottish Borders Council (the “Promoter”, which term shall 

include any party constituting “the authorised undertaker” as defined in the Bill).  

BRBR’s objections are set out below at Paragraphs 2. 

1. Introduction: 

BRBR are a company wholly owned by the Department for Transport.  BRBR’s 

role is to retain and manage land inherited from the former British Railways 

Board throughout the United Kingdom for strategic rail purposes.  

At the time of privatisation, British Railways Board divested itself of its 

operational land and any other land with an immediately foreseeable 

operational use.  Most of the operational land held by British Railways Board 

was passed to Railtrack PLC (now Network Rail Infrastructure Limited) with the 

remainder being passed to various passenger and freight service operators.  

British Railways Board retained land that was not seen as having immediate 

operational use.    
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British Railways Board’s residual interests in land are now vested with BRBR.  

Amongst BRBR’s Scottish land holdings is a bridge No.  ETC68 AT at Station 

Road, Stow, Scottish Borders comprising plot numbers 335, 335a and 336a 

described in the Schedule to the New Notice (the “New Plot”).  Notice has 

been served on BRBR by the Promoter’s Parliamentary Agents to compulsorily 

acquire ownership of the New Plot (the “New Notice”). 

2. Objections: 

In common with BRBR’s objection dated 7 November 2003 (the “Original 
Objection”) BRBR have no objection in principle to the Bill, rather BRBR’s 

objections relates to points of detail arising from:  

• the lack of a provision in the Bill to extinguish the historic statutory 

obligations in respect of various parcels of land and structures which are 

currently incumbent upon us and others; and 

• certain points of detail arising from the Promoter’s intended exercise 

following enactment of the Bill of the powers of acquisition under Sections 

13-17 and ancillary provisions of the Bill as submitted to the Scottish 

Parliament;  

2.1 Extinction of pre-existing statutory obligations 

BRBR believe that, unless specific provision is made in the Bill when enacted, 

certain historic statutory rights and obligations (as set out below) will continue to 

apply not just to the New Plot but any land at any time which has been 

previously in railway use and is to be used for the authorised works (as defined 

in the Bill), notwithstanding the closure of the former railway, the enactment of 

the Bill and the execution of the Promoter’s scheme.   

 BRBR believe that a substantive amendment to the Bill is required to avoid the 

enactment of the Bill creating a clash of statutory obligations encumbent upon 

both BRBR and the Promoter. 

There is a range of historic statutory rights and obligations applicable to land 

that has at any time been in railway use.  Those obligations are primarily set out 

in the Railway Clauses Consolidation (Scotland) Act 1845 and principally relate 
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to the maintenance of fencing, structures and drainage of the railway in 

question.  By way of illustration, the Railway Clauses Consolidation (Scotland) 

Act 1845 contains, in Section 60, a provision stating, “the Company shall make 

and at all times thereafter maintain accommodation works”.  Such works will 

have included level crossings, bridges and culverts. 

Bridges which carry a public road over (or under) a railway are not usually 

accommodation works but rather works required by the original Acts under 

which an individual railway was promoted and/or the more generally applicable 

Railway Clauses Consolidation (Scotland) Act 1845. In addition to any 

provisions in the acquiring Act, Section 39 of The Railway Clauses 

Consolidation (Scotland) Act 1845 provides in effect that bridges should be 

executed and at all times thereafter maintained at BRBR’s expense. 

 Underlying Sections 116 and 117 of The Transport Act 1968 is the fact that 

most of the bridges to which the sections apply belong to one of the Boards set 

up under that Act.  All that transferred to the Roads Authority for the bridge is 

responsibility for the wearing surface. 

 The statutory obligations in question were imposed on the original railway 

companies as authorised undertakers of each railway.  The obligations have 

been transmitted to the statutory successors of those companies and so BRBR 

are now the party liable for the historic statutory obligations in respect of 

residual land that has at one time been in railway use.  Those obligations apply 

to BRBR whether or not BRBR are still the owner of the land in question.  

 The case of R Walker –V- British Railways Board 1984 confirms that the 

obligations in question remain enforceable against BRBR even when the land in 

question has fallen out of railway use and has been sold to a third party.  This 

leaves statutory responsibility with BRBR in perpetuity.  The decision in that 

case applies even when the former railway has ceased to be used, been 

formally closed and the track etc removed. 

As such it is very doubtful that pre-existing statutory obligations relating to the 

New Plot or other land formerly in railway use to be used for the authorised 

works, whether it is being acquired from BRBR or a third party, will either cease 
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to exist or be superseded by the proposed new works without specific provision 

being made in the Bill. 

Accordingly, BRBR believe there is an omission from the drafting of the Bill and 

unless that omission is remedied, BRBR and other parties who may be subject 

to statutory obligations inherited from the original enactments and the 

consolidating statutes such as the Railway Clauses Consolidation (Scotland) 

Act 1845 will be prejudiced unless the situation is remedied. 

It is also in the interest of the Promoters to have this defect remedied, otherwise 

it could be said that they will not have sole responsibility and thus control of the 

railway which is the subject of the scheme being promoted by the Bill. 

The concern outlined above is not unique to this Bill.  Similar provisions have 

presented themselves prior to both privatisation and devolution.  In the past, a 

specific provision was included in Transport and Works Act Orders so as to 

extinguish any residual historic statutory liabilities.  Amendments to the effect of 

that now being sought by this objection, were made to the Stirling-Alloa-

Kincardine Bill prior to its enactment and have now been agreed by the Bill 

Committees for both Edinburgh Tram (Line One) Bill and Edinburgh Tram (Line 

Two) Bill. 

Following upon the Original Objection, the Promoter has agreed with BRBR 

that, to satisfy BRBR’s concerns the following amendments should be made to 

the Bill: 

“Section 41 Application of original enactments 

(1) The provisions of the original enactments mentioned in schedule 10 

to this Act shall apply to the authorised works as though for references in 

those provisions to any former railway there were substituted references 

to the whole or any part of the authorized works and as if any reference 

to the railway undertaker (however described) were a reference to the 

authorised undertaker. 

(2) Except as may be otherwise provided in this Act, and subject to 

subsection (3) below, as from the coming into force of this Act the 

authorised undertaker shall, to the exclusion of all other parties:- 
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(a)  be subject to all obligations; and 

(b) be entitled to the benefit of and to exercise all rights, 

powers and privileges 

(whether statutory or otherwise) relating to the former railway. 

(3) Subsection (2) above applies to obligations, and to rights, powers, 

privileges, only insofar as the same are:- 

(a) still subsisting; and 

(b) capable of having effect in relation to the authorised 

works or any structure situated within the limits of deviation or the 

limits of land to be acquired or used; and 

(c) capable of being enforced; 

to the intent that all other parties shall be released from all such 

obligations. 

(4) In subsections (2) and (3) above, "other parties" includes (without 

prejudice to the generality of that expression) the statutory successors to 

the parties obligated or authorised by virtue of the original enactments or 

the enactments incorporated by section 42(1) below. 

(5) Except as provided in this section, nothing in this Act shall have the 

effect of applying the original enactments to the authorised works or to the 

authorised undertaker.” 

BRBR can confirm that this element of this Objection can be regarded as 

satisfied if the Bill Committee agree to the above amendment being made. 

If the Bill is not amended in this manner the Promoter will need to enter into a 

Bridge Transfer Agreement in the form attached to this Objection at Annex I. 

2.2 The Promoter’s Intended acquisition of title/rights over the Plots 

BRBR believe that BRBR’s legitimate interests and operations are likely to be 

materially prejudiced and the safety of the general public and railway personnel 
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compromised if the acquisition of the New Plot proceeds without the following 

safeguards are put in place, namely:  

2.2.1 The Promoter agrees to be or is bound by all conditions in the title to the 

New Plot and to be under the burden of any servitude and rights of 

wayleave for laying and maintaining sewers, drains, pipes, cables, 

telegraph and telegraph poles, wires and stays that may be laid in, 

through or across the New Plot.   

2.2.2 The Promoter demonstrates that they have satisfied themselves as to 

the extent of any sewers, drains, pipes, cables, telegraph and telegraph 

poles, wires and stays relative to the New Plot and undertake to free and 

relieve us of all claims and liability of every kind in respect of any 

interference with said services and others due to their operations in 

undertaking the proposed work on the New Plot or otherwise.  

2.2.3 The Promoter permits us to retain our rights to continue to drain our 

retained land into the drainage ditches on the side of the proposed 

railway and, in this connection the Promoter has approved by us (which 

approval will not be unreasonably withheld) their proposed drainage 

scheme for each applicable section of the route.  

2.2.4 The Promoter shall free and relieve us of all obligations incumbent upon 

us to uphold and maintain any under or over bridges, level crossings, 

culvert bridges, fences, drains, ditches, water supplies or other works 

including accommodation works within or connected with the New Plot.   

2.2.5 The Promoter agrees to acquire the Plots subject to the terms of the 

applicable Deeds of Conditions recorded in the General Register of 

Sasines between British Railways Board and Railtrack PLC, whose 

successors are ourselves and Network Rail Infrastructure Limited 

respectively.  This is essential as these Deeds create real burdens on 

our successors for the protection and safe operation of the adjoining 

land owned by Network Rail Infrastructure Limited.  A copy of each of 

these Deeds of Conditions shall be made available for inspection at our 

solicitor’s office as noted below.   
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2.2.6 In exchange for the acquisition of the New Plot, the Promoter procures 

that we and our successors, assignees and tenants are granted by the 

heritable proprietors of the ground over which the same is to be granted 

a valid heritable and irredeemable servitude right of way for pedestrians 

and vehicular access to and egress from such of our retained 

landholdings (if any) as the New Plot form part or otherwise adjoin, to 

the nearest adopted road by such route as shall be agreed between our 

and the Promoter’s surveyors.  

2.2.7 In respect of the temporary construction compound(s) and working 

space to be created on the New Plot, the Promoter enters a tenancy 

agreement with us in terms suitable to regulate their occupation and 

activities on the New Plot.  

2.2.8  (a) The Promoter enters into a Deed of Servitude in respect of the 

access rights they seek over our retained landholdings.  It is explained 

that these access rights should be granted only to personnel who are 

then currently certified track competence and safety trained and should 

only be used for the purposes of accessing the Waverley Line for repair 

works and future maintenance.  Such Deed(s) of Servitude will also 

provide for inter alia (a) temporary access rights during the construction 

period subject to our land being secured from trespass; and (b) erection 

by the Promoter of suitable gates in respect of any permanent or 

temporary access rights; these gates to be erected at the point at which 

access is required over our retained landholdings in order to prevent 

trespass onto our retained land.  It should be remembered that our 

landholdings are retained for strategic railway purposes.  Therefore, the 

envisaged restrictions are necessary for health and safety, security and 

operational reasons.  

In connection with the Original Objection the Promoter’s agents have indicated 

that they understand and accept the logic of BRBR’s position in relation to this 

point.  BRBR await receipt of a draft compromise agreement from the 

Promoter’s agents, which is understood to draw heavily on the final form agreed 

between BRBR and Clackmannanshire Council for the SAK Bill objection.  

BRBR believe that a practicable solution can be reached and documented in a 
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legally binding manner, to allow this aspect of BRBR’s objection to be 

withdrawn.  

If such a solution cannot be found or that legally binding agreement is not 

entered into in time, BRBR is seeking (in the absence of agreement with the 

Promoter as referred to above) is that the Bill should be amended to ensure that 

existing Demarcation Agreement and other title and contractual protections of 

operational or prospectively operational railway land and the use of the same 

are preserved before the compulsory acquisition rights sought by the Bill can be 

exercised.   

Such saving provisions are commonly used in situations where pre-existing 

statutes or agreements would otherwise be overridden in a compulsory 

purchase scenario.  Saving provisions can require certain regulatory or 

compensation procedures to be completed before a compulsory purchase is 

completed.  

There is precedent for such a step under the Transport and Works Acts Orders 

– including the City of Edinburgh (Guided Busway) Order Confirmation Act 1998 

– which contained similar saving provisions to those now proposed by BRBR.  

 
3         Fees and expenses 
 

In connection with this objection and any compromise reached pursuant to it 

BRBR seek an undertaking from the Promoter to reimburse BRBR for all legal 

and other professional fees and expenses incurred by BRBR in connection with 

and arising from the Bill and the Promoter’s proposals. 
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4 Withdrawal of Objection 

This Objection will be withdrawn by BRBR in the event BRBR receives 

confirmation that the Bill Committee have agreed to amend the Bill as 

requested in paragraph 2.1 above and an undertaking from the Promoter in 

satisfactory form and terms that the requirements set out in paragraphs 2.2 and 

3 will be met by them.  

 

Biggart Baillie 

Solicitors for the Objector 

Dalmore House 

310 St Vincent Street 

Glasgow, G2 5QR 

 

Contact:  Neil Amner (Partner) or Martin Gallaher (Associate) 

 

Telephone:  0141 228 8000 

 

Fax:  0141 228 8310 

 

 

 

E-Mail: namner@biggartbaillie.co.uk 

  mgallaher@biggartbaillie.co.uk 

 

13 February 2006 
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ANNEX 1  

 

(1) BRB (RESIDUARY) LIMITED 
 

- and - 
 

(2) [             ] 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
MINUTE OF AGREEMENT 

relating to 
 

Transfer of bridge at [        ] under 
section 79 of the Roads (Scotland) Act 

1984 
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MINUTE OF AGREEMENT  

BETWEEN  

(1)  BRB (RESIDUARY) LIMITED, incorporated under the Companies Acts 
(Registered Number 4146505) and having their registered office at 55 Victoria 
Street, London SW1H OEU ("Company") 

(2)  [           ], [constituted in terms of the Local Government etc. (Scotland) Act 
1994 and having their principal offices at [         ] ("Council")] 

WHEREAS the Company is the owner of the bridge shown shaded red on the attached 

plan and the wingwalls of said bridge as indicated on said plan at [         ] carrying the 

highway known as the [        ]  in the County of [         ] (the said bridge and the 

wingwalls thereof being hereinafter called "Bridge") and have agreed with the Council 

for the transfer and conveyance in relation to the Bridge as is set out below in 

consideration of (1) the acceptance by the Council of obligations relating to the Bridge 

and (2) the Company paying to the Council the sum of [         ] pounds (£[         ]) now 

therefore the parties agree as follows, namely: 

1. The Company pursuant to section 79 of the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984 hereby 

transfers to the Council and the Council accept the property in the Bridge and such 

estate and interest (if any) as the Company may have in the highway carried by 

the Bridge and the approaches to the Bridge and all rights and obligations 

attaching to the Bridge and such highway and approaches 

2. The Company hereby conveys and dispones to the Council all such estate and 

interest (if any) as it may have in the land situated beneath the span of the Bridge 

to hold this to the Council for all such estate and interest 

3. The rights now transferred by the Company include (insofar as may lawfully be 

assigned by the Company) the benefit of the exceptions and reservations referring 

to the Bridge set out in (1) [narrate all relevant deeds] (2) [         ], [etc] [which 

exceptions and reservations were last vested in British Railways Board whose 

titles thereto are recorded as aforesaid and from whom the Company acquired 
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right by virtue of the BRB (Residuary) Limited Transfer Scheme dated 26 January 

2001 made pursuant to section 85(1) of the Railways Act 1993 and by direction of 

the Secretary of State pursuant to Section 85(4) of the Railways Act 1993] 

4. In exchange for delivery of these presents properly executed by the Council in self-

proving form, the Company shall pay to the Council the sum of [         ] pounds 

(£[         ]) [exclusive of Value Added Tax] [which the Council confirm is not payable 

on said sum] 

5. The Company acknowledges the right of the Council to production and delivery of 

copies of the documents listed in the Schedule annexed and signed as relative 

hereto and undertakes for their safe custody 

6. The parties certify that the transaction hereby effected does not form part of a 

larger transaction or of a series of transactions in respect of which the amount or 

value or the aggregate amount or value of the consideration exceeds Sixty 

Thousand Pounds: IN WITNESS WHEREOF these presents typewritten on this 

and two preceding pages together with the Schedule and plan annexed are 

subscribed as undernoted 

 
 
THE COMMON SEAL of BRB (RESIDUARY) LIMITED  
was affixed at [         ] on [         ]  
Two thousand and four 

…………………………………………(Director) 
 
 
…………………………………………(Director/Secretary) 
 
 
THE COMMON SEAL of [         ] 
was affixed at [         ] on [         ] 
Two thousand and four 
 
 
…………………………………………(Proper Officer) 
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This is the Schedule referred to in the foregoing Minute of Agreement between 
BRB (Residuary) Limited and [         ] 
 

 

SCHEDULE 

 
Railway Reference Nature Parties 

 
[narrate all relevant deeds] 
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